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My experience with waiting and then choosing to give the woman working 
behind the counter her time. 

Found myself no longer waiting. But not only not waiting, but connecting 
compassionately to her as a person. She was a You and not an It. 


Giving our bodies our time. Giving every process its time. Find this way of 
transforming short term waiting very good in relation to people. 


We can’t make time, can’t find it, can’t have it. We can only give it and when we 
give it, we are granted it.




Stability/Mobility Study 
 

An ostrich egg decorated with Punic artwork, discovered in Andalusia, Spain 
and dating from between 599 and 300 BC (By Luis García, CC BY-SA 3.0. 

Formalized and Improvised Movement 

Formalized Movements/Katas/Choreographies

On the Path

Continued working for precision, clarity, definition, articulation.

Apollonian 


Improvisational




Off the Path

Allowing yourself to enter into newfound areas, the unknown, the unfamiliar.

Watch lava lamp.

Continue cultivating this quality of motion.

Softer than soft.

Non-injurious. 

Dionysian


Structured Improvisation

Eventually it becomes possible to improve within the Kata. The kata is special 
because of its connection to Primary Movement, to the Rippling. The 
improvisational immersion into the quality of motion, into the Softer than Soft 
medium is also special. Together, they can be transformative. 


Time Standing Still 
Still Life 
Directly Experiencing Objects 

A couple simple definitions of phenomenology. 

As described by Edmund Husserl, phenomenology is the intuitive appreciation 
of phenomena as they are immediately perceived, without reference to 
scientific theory or prior learning. 

An approach that concentrates on the study of consciousness and the objects of 
direct experience. 

So, phenomenologically speaking, I experience a relationship between gravity, 
the ground, and our sense of time.  

Considering this will be our transition from our Time Studies to our study of the 
Four Systems of Support. 

Still Life 

Ground is any object in the universe that has mass. Any object that has mass 
exerts a gravitational pull, or force, on every other mass. As far as gravity is 
concerned, humans are objects right along with refrigerators, and cars. It’s all a 
matter a perspective. 



Walking one day around New York City, I saw a Peregrine falcon perching atop 
a tall, swanky apartment building. To that falcon, that high rise, high status 
apartment building was but another cliff, another lookout, and a place to rest 
one’s wings. 



In New Mexico we’ve got these giant anthills. Some of them come up to my 
knee caps. To those ants traveling along their ant ways, that anthill is 
Manhattan. 

But to me it’s just a clump of sand with some ants in it. 

Looking around, what I notice is that every thing is touching some other thing.  
Look around. See for yourself. Nothing on earth is floating around, not even a 
speck of dust. The air to a speck of dust is like the ocean to some deep water 
creature, and when that speck of dust touches down, that creature is just resting 
on the ocean floor. 

Continue looking at the objects around you. But do more than look at them. 
Sense them. Empathize with them. Objects excel at resting and receiving 
support. Objects know how to sit. They know how to meditate. They know how 
to be still and balanced, and often silent. 



Francisco de Zurbarán (Spanish, 1598-1664)

Objects don’t try to be what they are not. They don’t try. They don’t rush. They 
don’t wait. They’re not neurotic, not over-emotional, not irrational. Sometimes 
they stop working, they wear out, they break down, but that’s not a problem for 
them. They accept reality. Aging is not an issue. Nothing is. 

When feeling distressed, look around. You are surrounded by peace, and 
stillness, and silence. Just let it in. 

Imagine your desk and the things on it is one sculpture, made of one material. 
Now expand the sculpture and put yourself in it. Seasons go by. A decade goes 
by. One century. Another century. Someone discovers the house and the 
sculpture.  

Now, get up and walk and sense how you feel. 

Everything is touching everything. The ground and things. The waters and fish 
and plants, etc. The air and birds and particles and planes.  

Panicking with the phone.  
Versus receiving support from the chair and allowing your phone to rest in your 
hand. Gravity and the ground.  



Without Gravity  
 

With Gravity 
 

The Law of Mutual Attraction/The Law of Love 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiTiKOy59o4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9229OQ7dYc


Given my personal definition of ground, all that exists for me is ground and 
space. That keeps it pretty simple. I am ground, part of every animate and 
inanimate thing in the world.  

When I sit at my desk or when meditating, the whole world is sitting with me.  


